GEULAS YISRAEL
BY RABBI MOSHE TARAGIN
Ram, Yeshivat Har Eztion

A Mad Dash
for the Sideline
of History
The frightening standoff has ended.
Confronting Esav and his four hundred
warriors, Ya’akov skillfully averts a violent
catastrophe. No blood is shed as the rival
brothers reach a rapprochement. Esav,
now playing the role of loving brother,
even offers to partner with his younger
brother by accompanying his journey, but
Ya’akov defers, pledging to reunite “down
the road”. This is the best outcome anyone
could have hoped for and, as Esav departs,
everyone breathes a sigh of relief.
Free from the threat of Esav, Ya’akov
and his family turn their focus inward, to
the project of settling the Land of Israel
and of achieving a long- desired peace.
Despite his best hopes, Ya’akov’s tranquility is interrupted by two disasters. First,
Dinah is raped, as violence quickly engulfs
the entire region, threatening Ya’akov’s
standing with his new neighbors. Subsequently, Ya’akov’s beloved wife Rachel
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passes during childbirth and is buried
along the roadside.
Bearing the grief of these dual calamities, Ya’akov is determined to put down
roots in his Homeland. He will preserve
Avraham’s legacy and steer his family into
nationhood. This historical mission eventually draws him to an Egyptian exile.
History has set Ya’akov’s course toward
slavery in Egypt. The misfortunes of Vayishlach are, in essence, the quiet before the
storm. The next few hundred years will
challenge him and his family in ways that
were unimaginable in Vayishlach, when
they “merely” wrestled with local aggression and the death of a wife. Rough waters
lie ahead for Ya’akov and his family.
Before chronicling the final stages of
Ya’akov’s life, the Torah catalogues the
genealogy of Esav. The final section of
parshat Vayishlach lists Esav’s family and
his military officers. Stylistically, it is logical for the Torah to “briefly” account for
Esav’s family and culture before returning
to the narrative of Ya’akov and the arch
of Jewish history. A brief family tree of
Esav’s “clan” is expected and more than
appropriate.
Surprisingly, forty-three pesukim later,
we have been ‘treated’ to an exhaustive
list of Esav’s children, grandchildren and
concubines. If that weren’t enough, we
also endure an exhaustive list of unfamiliar Edomite military leaders. Afterwards,

the Torah supplies a painstaking registry of the future residents of the Sei’ir
region – names of unknown and historically irrelevant people. All this is topped
off by an almost humorous archive of
Edomite kings. We even learn of a king
named Chanan the son of a  עכבורor of a
rat. By the way, his wife, named Meihatav’el, was the daughter of Matreid and the
granddaughter of Mei Zahav. Forty-three
pesukim about “nothing”! Why does the
Torah waste precious words for what
appears to be irrelevant nonsense? Is the
grandfather of an unknown queen central to the Torah’s interests? What is the
Torah’s larger purpose in supplying this
rambling list?
The answer is encoded in two pesukim
at the beginning of this long-winded section. The Torah describes a mysterious
voyage of Esav and his entourage: departing the land of Kena’an for destinations
unknown. The Torah doesn’t identify
their destination – just that they head to
an “eretz” or a “land”. To make matters
more cryptic, the Torah pins Esav’s unexplained journey to his brother Ya’akov.
Esav travels to an unnamed eretz מפני
יעקב אחיו. Somehow, Esav’s journey was
prompted by Ya’akov. The literal reading
of the Torah indicates that the two brothers possess too much wealth and too many
cattle to live together. Seeking open spaces
and available pasture lands Esav traveled
“away” from Ya’akov.
However, it appears that Esav’s journey was prompted by deeper causes and
Chazal fill in the blanks. Esav wasn’t just
traveling away from his brother- he was
frantically fleeing the Land of Israel.
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He was fully aware of the great benefits
of life in Israel but was terrified by the
steep costs. Inhabiting the Land of Israel
demands “buying in” to Hashem’s historical Covenant. Ya’akov embraced this
Covenant and its mission, possessing
the shoulders broad enough to bear this
weight without being crushed. The great
gift of Israel can only be secured through
centuries of Egyptian exile and even more
centuries of historical struggle afterward.
As Esav couldn’t imagine embracing this
struggle, he waived his rights to the Land,
surrendering the glory and splendor of
the promised Land. He fled - מפני יעקב
- because he was unwilling to bear the historical mission which Ya’akov accepted.
The exact land where Esav was heading to
is inconsequential- he was merely running
away from Israel and away from historical
mission. He had no particular destination
in mind- just a quick exit from the historical plains of Israel. He craved the quiet of
suburbia- protected from dusty historical
battles. Beckoned by polished malls and
manicured lawns, Esav made a mad dash
for the sidelines of history.
Detailing the descendants of Esav is the
Torah’s manner of effectively, wiping Esav
of the map of history. Esav’s bore children,
married wives and coronated generals
and monarchs – but bolted from historical mission. Having swept Esav aside, the
Torah now continues the chronicles of
Ya’akov and the book of historical destiny.
The Torah “wastes” forty-three pesukim
erasing Esav from the book of redemptive
history.
The Esav challenge resurfaces throughout history. Life in Israel holds great
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promise and great glory, inviting us to
shape the future and to author the final
chapters of history. However, the ticket for
admission into this theater is expensive.
The Land of Hashem will not easily be
conquered. It lies beyond human proportion. Subconsciously, every human being
on this planet senses that history began
atop the mountain in Yerushalayim and
will conclude there. Sensing this they are
reluctant to allow us to settle this ground
without struggle. Life on the sidelines of
history is quieter that upon the battlefield
of history. Do we embrace the struggle for
this parcel of Heaven lodged on Earth? Are
we up the challenge? Or, do we make our
own mad dash for the safety of suburbia?
Esav balked and was written out of history. Hopefully we don’t make that same
mistake.
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